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Crazy Quick Cut Horse Quilt
--Supplies--

Teacher: Fiona Koehnen

General sewing supplies~

● machine with bobbins & neutral thread
● scissors & seam ripper, pins & pin cushion

General cutting supplies~

● Mat
● rotary cutter (if you have one for fabric and one for paper, bring both)
● rulers ~ 12” and 24” are nice, large square will be needed later

Extra supplies~
·       Horse Quilt Pattern

● Freezer paper (18-20” wide by approx. 80” long = enough for 4 transfers)
● Some way to keep your cut pieces in the correct order – choose one:

○ Vinyl table cloth with ‘flannel’ backing to roll up pieces or
○ Large pizza box (20” x 20” ish) in which to lay pieces flat or
○ Pins to secure stacks

● Lunch or snacks as desired or needed to feed your creative energy
● General pressing supplies optional since shop has stations to share

General Fabric supply list information

1. Look at your pattern for specific instructions

2. Most Crazy Quick Cut patterns use fat quarter pieces of fabric. Please check your
pattern!
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3. Every fat quarter makes 1 block, so you need to bring the same # of fat quarters as
the blocks you want to make, plus a few extras to help during the design process.
If you buy a fat quarter, you will use it all! If you buy a ½ yard, you will use ½ of it
for the blocks, then will have leftovers for border or sashing applications, a second
project, or just something extra to put in your stash.

4. Most patterns make larger, afghan sized quilts.

○ If you want a bigger quilt, add more fabrics to make more blocks ~ one fat
¼ = one block.

○ All patterns can be adapted to make smaller quilts, wall hangings or table
runners. Just decide how many blocks you want in your project and bring
that many fat quarters.

5. Borders, sashing, backing and batting requirements are not included on this
handout. Please check your pattern for these calculations.

Preparations Before Class:

1. Choose your pattern & purchase it.

2. Crazy quick cuts are planned scrappy quilts, which is why you need so many
fabrics!

3. Assemble a grouping of fabrics that look great together in your choice of colors.
You need at least the same # of pieces as the # of blocks you want to make. Bring
a few extra fabrics to class, or feel free to shop if you need a different piece so
your quilt is perfect!

4. Think about value and contrast, light to darks, and choose accordingly for your
taste.

5. Prep fabrics as desired before class! Fiona recommends washing, pressing and
even straightening (the last depends on your patience level!)

6. Trace copies of your project pattern onto the freezer paper (non-waxed side of
paper) Trace 1 copy for every 6-7 fabrics. Don’t worry about copying the appliqué
patterns yet.

7. When you come to class, do not set up your sewing machine right away. We
need the table space for designing and cutting.
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